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Abstract 44 
 45 
Climatic fluctuations during the Pleistocene had an important effect on the distribution of flora and 46 
fauna in the Northern hemisphere. In Europe, southern peninsulas served as refugia during cold 47 
periods, from which formerly glaciated areas were recolonized during interglacial periods. Previous 48 
studies have revealed that within each of the main refugial areas, intraspecific lineages exhibited 49 
differential responses to climatic changes, often surviving in distinct, allopatric local refugia. We 50 
analyzed variability in two mitochondrial markers (nad4 and control region, ≈1.4kb) in 103 individuals 51 
from 66 locations representing the entire distribution of L. boscai, a newt endemic to the western 52 
Iberian Peninsula. We inferred the evolutionary history of the species through phylogenetic, 53 
phylogeographic and historical demographic analyses. The results revealed unexpected, deep levels of 54 
geographically structured genetic variability. We identified two main evolutionary lineages (A and B) 55 
within L. boscai, each containing three well-supported clades (clades A1-A3 and B1-B3). We estimated 56 
that the first historical split involved populations from central-southwestern coastal Portugal (lineage 57 
B) and the ancestor of all the remaining populations (lineage A) around 5.8 million years ago (Mya). 58 
Both lineages were subsequently fragmented into different population groups (clades A1-A3 and B1-59 
B3) between 2.5-1.2 Mya, probably in response to climatic changes during the Plio-Pleistocene. We 60 
inferred the phylogeographic and demographic processes that have shaped the genetic structure and the 61 
current distribution of L. boscai with nested clade analysis (NCA) and Bayesian Skyline plots (BSP). 62 
According to NCA, at lower hierarchical levels within each of the main mt-DNA lineages the patterns 63 
observed suggest restricted gene flow with isolation by distance, whereas at higher levels the clades 64 
exhibit signatures of contiguous range expansion. The BSP show that all lineages underwent recent 65 
bottlenecks (around 75-50 Kya), which were followed by demographic expansions. The significant 66 
genetic structure found is consistent with long-term survival of populations in different allopatric 67 
refugia, supporting the “refugia within refugia” scenario proposed for southern European peninsulas. 68 
The comparison of our results with patterns observed in other co-distributed species highlights the 69 
relevance and generality of the “refugia within refugia” scenario for the Iberian herpetofauna and 70 
suggests that Mediterranean refuges may have had more relevance than currently acknowledged. We 71 
briefly discuss the taxonomic and conservation implications of our results. 72 
 73 
 74 
 75 

76 
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Introduction 76 
 77 
 The range of a species is determined by ecological requirements and historical factors. Amongst 78 
the latter, climatic oscillations through geological time are one of the most important in determining the 79 
current distribution of species. For instance, climatic fluctuations during the Pleistocene have had an 80 
important effect on the distribution of flora and fauna in the Northern Hemisphere (Hewitt 1999, 2001). 81 
In Europe, southern peninsulas have served as refugia during cold periods, from which formerly 82 
glaciated areas were recolonized during interglacial periods (Taberlet et al., 1998). However, recent 83 
evidence is challenging the pervasiveness of this “Pleistocenic Southern Refuge” scenario, revealing 84 
more complex evolutionary histories for many taxa. For instance, in some species genetic 85 
differentiation among lineages predates Quaternary glaciations (e.g. Lenk et al., 1999 -Emys 86 
orbicularis-; Pidancier et al., 2003 -Rana temporaria-; Babik et al., 2004 –Rana arvalis-). In addition, 87 
southern peninsulas were not the only glacial “hot spot” refugia, but other “cryptic” refugial areas have 88 
been identified in central Europe (e.g.. Stewart & Lister, 2001; Schmitt & Seitz, 2001; Jaarola & 89 
Searle, 2002; Haynes et al., 2003; Sommer & Benecke, 2004; Babik et al., 2005; Deffontaine et al., 90 
2005; Nieberding et al., 2005). Furthermore, recent studies point out that phylogeographic patterns and 91 
processes in species currently occupying the same refugial areas do not always match. Some general 92 
recolonization routes from southern refugia have been identified, as well as suture zones where 93 
differentiated lineages that were isolated in different refugia meet and occasionally hybridize (Hewitt, 94 
1996; Taberlet et al., 1998). However, the recolonization process is usually driven by species-specific 95 
responses to climatic changes, giving rise to highly dynamic community assemblages through 96 
geological time (Weider et al., 1999; Stehlik, 2003; Michaux et al., 2005). Furthermore, numerous 97 
studies are now revealing that within each of the main refugial areas, intraspecific lineages also 98 
exhibited differential responses to climatic changes, often surviving in distinct, allopatric local refugia 99 
and exhibiting independent evolutionary histories (Branco et al., 2000; Soranzo et al., 2000; García-100 
París et al., 2003). 101 
 102 
 This “refugia within refugia” scenario (Gómez & Lunt, in press) has important implications for 103 
our understanding of the dynamics of postglacial recolonization and current distribution of the 104 
European biota. On a broader scale, in the case of widespread species on which most studies have 105 
focused so far, because a detailed knowledge of phylogeographic patterns within refugial areas is 106 
crucial for deriving robust inferences about the evolutionary history of species at a continental scale 107 
(Gómez & Lunt, in press). On a finer scale, because the succession of events of population 108 
fragmentation and subsequent formation of areas of secondary contact and intermixing of populations 109 
were particularly frequent within the main refugial areas (e.g. Sequeira et al., 2005). Accordingly, these 110 
areas are specially suited for studies focusing on the interface between population differentiation and 111 
speciation. 112 
 113 
 The Iberian Peninsula was one the main refugial areas in southern Europe during the climatic 114 
oscillations in the Pleistocene. The climatic, geological and physiographic heterogeneity in this region 115 
probably favoured the existence of different refugia on which very different types of habitats allowed 116 
the survival of complex and diverse natural communities. This is reflected for example in the complex 117 
evolutionary histories exhibited by the dominant vegetation types across the Iberian Peninsula (see 118 
Gómez & Lunt, in press, and references cited therein).  119 
 120 
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This heterogeneity is reflected also in the Iberian herpetofauna, which comprises a mixture of 121 
species with a wider European distribution coexisting with “true” Iberian endemics. Amongst the latter, 122 
a group of species is restricted to the Western half of the Iberian Peninsula, corresponding to the 123 
deciduous forest refugial areas during the last glacial maximum (Zagwijn, 1992). Some of these have 124 
been previously studied from a phylogeographic perspective (Lacerta schreiberi, Paulo et al., 2001, 125 
2002; Chioglossa lusitanica, Alexandrino et al., 2000; Discoglossus galganoi, Martínez-Solano, 2004). 126 
These studies have revealed the existence of multiple Atlantic refugia within the Iberian Peninsula, 127 
suggesting a long history of persistence of populations across geological cycles.  128 
 129 

Lissotriton boscai (Lataste, 1879) (Caudata, Salamandridae) is an Iberian endemic newt 130 
distributed through most of the western half of the peninsula, including a wide variety of habitats from 131 
the drier Mediterranean climates to the more humid Atlantic regions (Fig. 1A; Díaz-Paniagua, 2002). It 132 
is considered a morphologically and genetically uniform species (García-París et al., 2004), although 133 
some studies have described variations in karyological (Herrero, 1991) and morphometric characters 134 
(Malkmus, 1981; Díaz-Paniagua & Mateo, 1999; Malkmus, 2004). The small distribution range and the 135 
apparent morphological homogeneity could thus be the consequence of a process of glacial contraction 136 
(refuge), followed by a genetic bottleneck, and a limited post-glacial recolonization. If this were the 137 
case, we would expect relatively shallow levels of genetic differentiation between intraspecific 138 
lineages, as exhibited by other species (see refs. above).  139 

 140 
In this paper, we analyze the variability in two mitochondrial markers (NADH subunit 4 –nad4- 141 

and the control region, ≈1.4kb) in 103 individuals from the entire range of distribution of the species. 142 
The results reveal unexpected, deep levels of geographically structured genetic variability. The data 143 
obtained allow us (i) to identify the main evolutionary lineages or clades within L. boscai; (ii) to 144 
estimate time divergences among the different lineages identified; and (iii) to infer the phylogeographic 145 
and demographic processes that have shaped the genetic structure and the current distribution of the 146 
species. We have inferred the evolutionary history of L. boscai through phylogenetic, phylogeographic 147 
and historical demographic analyses of the data. The significant genetic structure found is consistent 148 
with long-term survival of populations in different allopatric refugia. Thus, the hypothesis of 149 
recolonization from a single refugium can be rejected, highlighting the relevance and generality of the 150 
“refugia within refugia” scenario for the Iberian herpetofauna. Finally, we compare our results with the 151 
observed patterns in co-distributed species, and we discuss the taxonomic and conservation 152 
implications that can be drawn from our study. 153 
 154 
Materials and Methods 155 
 156 
Sampling design: 157 
 158 
 We sampled the full range of distribution of L. boscai in the Iberian Peninsula. We collected 159 
samples from 103 individuals at 66 different locations (Fig. 1A and Table 1). The sampling was 160 
designed to maximize the number of locations to capture most of the geographic variation in mt-DNA 161 
haplotypes; thus, in most locations only 1-2 individuals were sampled. In some other cases we 162 
sequenced up to 4 individuals to assess intrapopulation variability (Table 1). 163 
 164 
PCR amplification and sequencing: 165 
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 166 
We extracted DNA from small amounts of tissue (muscle from tail tips of adults or larvae) 167 

using a standard proteinase K - phenol chloroform protocol (Sambrook et al. 1989). We amplified ≈700 168 
bp corresponding to part of the nad4 gene and the flanking tRNA His via polymerase chain reaction 169 
(PCR) using the primers ND4 and Leu (Arévalo et al., 1994). PCR reactions consisted of 40 cycles 170 
with a denaturing temperature of 94ºC (1 mn), annealing at 54ºC (1 mn) and extension at 72ºC (1 mn). 171 
Additionally, ≈700 base pairs of the control region were amplified with the primers Pro and Phe (D. 172 
Buckley, unpublished, sequences available from the author upon request). PCR conditions were the 173 
same than for nad4 except that the annealing temperature was 56ºC. All PCR reactions were performed 174 
in a total volume of 25 µl, including 0.2 µl of Taq polymerase (5 U/ml; Biotools, Madrid, Spain), 0.5 µl 175 
of BSA (10 mg/mL), 0.5 µl of each primer (10 µmol/l), 1 µl of dNTPs (10 mmol/l), and 1 µl of MgCl2 176 
(25 mmol/l) plus 2.5 µl of a reaction buffer (Biotools). After PCR product purification by ethanol – 177 
sodium acetate precipitation, samples were cycle-sequenced with the ABI PRISM®

 dGTP BigDye™ 178 
Terminator v 3.0 Ready Reaction Cycle Sequencing Kit in 10-µl reactions, following the 179 
manufacturer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California), with 3.25 pmol of primer, 3 180 
µl of Terminator Ready Reaction Mix, and 5% dimethyl sulfoxide. The cycling profile for the 181 
sequencing reaction consisted of 25 cycles of 10 s at 96 °C, 5 s at 50 °C, and 4 mn at 60 °C. Forward 182 
and reverse sequences were obtained independently. Cycle-sequencing products were purified using 183 
MultiScreen filter plates (Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts) and analyzed on an ABI PRISM 3700 184 
DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). 185 
 186 
Phylogenetic analyses: 187 
 188 
 For the phylogenetic analyses, we chose as outgroups the species Lissotriton italicus, L. 189 
helveticus and Salamandra luschani. Sequences of L. italicus were directly obtained in the laboratory, 190 
while the sequences of nad4, tRNA His and the control region for S. luschani and the nad4 and tRNA 191 
His for L. helveticus were downloaded from GenBank [accession number for S. luschani: AF154053 192 
(Zardoya & Meyer 2001); accession number for L. helveticus: AY951649 (Babik et al. 2005)]. E. 193 
Recuero kindly supplied the sequence of the control region of L. helveticus. 194 
 195 

Sequences were aligned by eye in MacClade v4.08 (Maddison & Maddison, 2003), generating a 196 
data matrix with 106 individuals and 1422 characters (including gaps). Sequences were deposited in 197 
GenBank under the Accession numbers listed in Table 1. 198 

 199 
We conducted a Maximum Parsimony analysis with PAUP 4.0b10* (Swofford 2002). We 200 

performed a Heuristic Search (TBR branch swapping, MULTREES option in effect, and 10 random 201 
stepwise addition of taxa), bootstrapping the matrix 100 times to assess the support of the clades 202 
recovered. We carried out two different runs, one with an equal weight for transitions and 203 
transversions, the second accounting for a differential substitution rate of 3:1 for transitions and 204 
transversions. This ratio was estimated by Maximum Likelihood (ML) using PAUP 4.0b10*.  205 

 206 
We also performed two different phylogenetic analyses based on Bayesian inference using Mr. 207 

Bayes v3.1 (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist 2001; Ronquist & Huelsenbeck 2003). We determined the best-208 
fitting substitution model for the nucleotide matrix through the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 209 
implemented in Model-Test 3.7 (Posada & Crandall 1998). Then, we analyzed the data matrix first as 210 
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an unpartitioned data set. Secondly, we defined five partitions in the data matrix (1st+ 2nd+ 3rd codon 211 
positions for the nad4 + tRNA + control region) in order to account for differences in substitution rates. 212 
Default settings were used for the prior distribution in the Bayesian analyses. We ran four Metropolis 213 
coupled Monte Carlo Markov chains (MC3) for two million generations, sampling every 1000 214 
generations. We discarded 2000 generations as burn in, after checking for stationarity and convergence 215 
of the chains with the software Tracer 1.2.1 (Rambaut & Drummond 2004). 216 
 217 
Phylogeographic and historical demographic analyses: 218 
 219 
 Distribution of genetic variability is determined by different factors acting at historical (e.g. 220 
phylogenetic history, time of divergence between lineages), population (e.g. range expansions, 221 
bottlenecks), and organism (e.g. migration rates, mutation rates) levels. Different factors leave 222 
distinctive although sometimes overlapping genetic signatures that can be disentangled using 223 
appropriate tools. We have explored our data set in three different ways. 224 
 225 

First, we analyzed the spatial distribution of genetic variability with a Nested Clade Analysis 226 
(NCA, Templeton 1998; 2001). We constructed a statistical parsimony haplotype network (Templeton 227 
& Sing 1992; Templeton et al. 1992) with the program TCS 1.2.1 (Clement et al. 2000). Ambiguous 228 
loops in the network were resolved following the recommendations of Pfenninger & Posada (2002). 229 
We grouped haplotypes following a hierarchical nested design, until all haplotypes and clades were 230 
grouped into one single main clade (Templeton et al. 1995). Analysis of statistical significance of the 231 
relationships between the geographic location of the individuals and their position in the nested 232 
haplotype network enabled us to determine the phylogeographic and demographic processes that have 233 
shaped the spatial distribution of the observed genetic variability. This part of the analysis was 234 
performed with the software GeoDis 2.4 (Posada et al., 2000), permuting the data 106 times and 235 
interpreting the data with the phylogeographic inference key published in Templeton et al. (1995) and 236 
modified in Templeton (2004) (last updated November 11th 2005). 237 

 238 
Secondly, we explicitly tested the plausibility of an “isolation by distance” (IBD) scenario in the 239 

different lineages of L. boscai. We performed Mantel’s tests (Mantel 1967) to analyze the relationships 240 
between genetic and geographic distances between samples and groups of samples. The tests were 241 
performed for all the clades recovered in the phylogenetic tree, as well as for the hierarchical nested 242 
clades defined in the phylogeographic analysis. The geographic distance matrix between samples (km) 243 
was generated with the program GeoDis 2.4 (Posada et al., 2000). The genetic distance matrix (ML-244 
corrected distance) was generated in PAUP 4.0b10* (Swofford 2002). Mantel tests were carried out 245 
with the software GenAlEx v6 (Peakall & Smouse 2001). Data were permuted 999 times to estimate 246 
the 95% upper tail probability of the matrix correlation coefficients. The correlation coefficient (r) 247 
varies from –1 to 1. Probability values (p<0.05) indicate that correlation coefficients are significantly 248 
different from 0. Values of r represent the “strength” of the correlation between geographic and genetic 249 
distances. Rohlf (1993) indicates that for r<0.7 (or –0.7 for negative correlations) correlations, even 250 
when significantly different from 0, are weak. When significant associations between geographic and 251 
genetic distances were found, we visually analyzed the scatter plots obtained. Under a stepping-stone 252 
population model, isolation by distance scenarios reflect an equilibrium between migration, gene flow 253 
and genetic drift. At short geographic distances, the effect of migration and gene flow on genetic 254 
variability tends to be greater, while over longer geographic distances the homogenizing effect of gene 255 
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flow is counteracted by genetic drift. The different patterns of the plots evidence the relative roles that 256 
random genetic drift and gene flow might play in the spatial distribution of the genetic variability 257 
(Hutchison & Templeton 1999). 258 

 259 
Finally, we used a Bayesian coalescent-based framework to estimate the demographic history of 260 

lineages within L. boscai. Coalescence explains how population genetic processes through time have 261 
shaped an allelic or haplotypic genealogy (e.g., Hein et al. 2005). Based in coalescence, it is possible to 262 
infer several population parameters (e.g., population sizes, mutation rates, migration estimates) from 263 
genetic sequence data. In order to recover the demographic history, coalescence methods require an 264 
initial demographic model to be specified. We chose as a model the Bayesian Skyline Plot (Drummond 265 
et al. 2005). The Bayesian skyline plot fits many different demographic scenarios, minimizing the 266 
over-parameterization of the function. However, unlike other skyline methods, the Bayesian skyline 267 
plot is coupled with an MCMC sampling procedure, therefore estimating the demographic parameters 268 
directly from the sequences and not from a generated genealogy, accounting then for the error 269 
associated to phylogenetic reconstruction. The method estimates credibility intervals for the 270 
demographic parameters of interest. The Bayesian coalescence-based approach was performed as 271 
implemented in the software BEAST 1.3 (Drummond & Rambaut 2003). We provided the program 272 
with a Maximum Likelihood tree generated in PAUP 4.0b10* (Swofford 2002) to initiate the search 273 
[GTR + G + I model with four gamma rate categories, selected by Model-Test 3.7 (Posada & Crandall 274 
1998)]. We ran 106 generations. Again, burn in and convergence of the chains were determined by 275 
inspection of the data with the program Tracer 1.3. We used the measures of effective sample sizes of 276 
each parameter to determine its Bayesian statistical significance (Rambaut & Drummond 2004). We re-277 
ran the program several times, optimizing in each run the a priori scale factors of the a priori function. 278 
 279 
Divergence time estimates: 280 
 281 

In order to estimate divergence times for the splits between the main mitochondrial lineages 282 
recovered, we first tested for clock-like behaviour of the sequences obtained. Sequences were collapsed 283 
into haplotypes with the software Collapse 1.2 (available from http://darwin.uvigo.es). We ran a 284 
Maximum Likelihood (ML) analysis with a Heuristic Search (TBR branch swapping, MULTREES 285 
option in effect, and 10 random stepwise addition of taxa, starting with random trees). We calculated 286 
the likelihood scores of the ML tree with and without enforcing a molecular clock. We then performed 287 
a likelihood ratio test (LRT) to compare both likelihoods, being the difference not statistically 288 
significant under a χ2 test. The molecular clock hypotheses cannot, thus, be rejected for our dataset. 289 
Then we generated an ultrametric tree (UPGMA) using the ML distances. The root of the tree, as 290 
defined by S. luschani, can be dated at approximately 48 millions of years ago (Mya) (Larson et al. 291 
2003). The most recent common ancestor (MCRA) between Lissotriton helveticus and L. boscai has 292 
been dated around 20-22 Mya (Babik et al., 2005). Accordingly, we scaled the branch lengths of the 293 
ultrametric tree with these two calibration points to obtain a rough estimate of divergence times 294 
between the main mitochondrial lineages recovered. 295 

 296 
We also followed a Bayesian coalescent approach to estimate divergence times and their 297 

credibility intervals. Again, we used the software BEAST 1.3 (Drummond & Rambaut 2003). We fed 298 
the program with the haplotype ML tree (molecular clock not enforced) to start the search. We 299 
specified the age of the root to 48 Mya. We performed different searches specifying different possible 300 
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mutation rates (0.01 mutations/site/Mya; 0.008 mutations/site/Mya; and 0.006 mutations/site/Mya, 301 
which correspond respectively to pairwise sequence distances of 2%, 1.6%, and 1.2% per Mya). We 302 
also combined in Tracer 1.3 the results obtained with the three different mutation rates to estimate 303 
divergence times under a more conservative approach. We ran 106 generations, following the previous 304 
strategy for determining burn in, convergence, stability of the parameters, and optimization procedures. 305 
 306 
Results: 307 
 308 

We sequenced a total of 1411 base pairs (nad4: 652bp, tRNA-Hist: 45bp, control region: 714bp) 309 
for all of the individuals of the ingroup. We found 52 haplotypes among the 103 sequences. One 310 
hundred and ninety-eight sites out of the 1411 (14%) were variable positions, including transitions and 311 
transversions in a 3:1 proportion. Among the variable sites, 169 nucleotide positions (12% of total 312 
sites) were parsimony informative (275 characters parsimony informative when outgroups were 313 
considered). 314 

 315 
Phylogenetic analyses 316 

 317 
In the Maximum Parsimony (MP) analyses, we obtained the same tree topology with the two 318 

weighting schemes accounting for different transition / transversion (Ti/Tv) ratios (1:1, trees 894 steps 319 
long, Consistency Index: 0.791; 3:1, trees 1554 steps long; Consistency Index: 0.813). Bootstrap values 320 
at the basal nodes increased in the Ti/Tv= 3:1 analysis. In Fig. 1B, the MP strict consensus tree is 321 
represented. The two Bayesian analyses carried out (unpartitioned data set; five partitions) yielded the 322 
same topology than the MP analysis. Likelihood scores for the partitioned analysis were slightly higher 323 
although statistically not significantly different from the scores for the unpartitioned data set (LRT, 324 
data not shown). Posterior probabilities were also similar in both analyses, although two terminal nodes 325 
were less supported with the partitioned data set (data not shown). Posterior probabilities are shown in 326 
Fig. 1B. 327 

 328 
Ingroup sequences cluster into two main mt-DNA lineages (A and B), which can be further 329 

subdivided into six main clades (A1-A3 and B1-B3, Fig. 1B) with a remarkable concordance with 330 
geography (Fig. 1). High bootstrap values and Bayesian posterior probabilities support the clades. 331 
Lineage A is widespread in western Spain and most of Portugal, and includes three main clades (Fig. 332 
1). Clade A1 is found in the centre of the Iberian Peninsula, along the Sistema Central, a mountain 333 
range that crosses the peninsula in a west-east direction. Some individuals from Clade A1 are also 334 
found in the southeastern range of the distribution of the species (Populations 64, 65 and 66, Table 1 335 
and Fig. 1). Four individuals from Clade A1 (Pops. Lousã –13-, Góis –14-, and Guarda –15-) cluster 336 
together in a highly supported sub-clade. They correspond to the westernmost part of the distribution of 337 
Clade A1. Clade A2 occupies the northern part of the distribution. Individuals within this clade cluster 338 
in two sub-clades, roughly corresponding to a western-eastern division. Clade A3 corresponds to 339 
individuals present in the Southwest of the Iberian Peninsula, except the coastal populations from 340 
central to southern Portugal, which correspond to lineage B (see also the distribution of Clades B1-B3 341 
below). There is also one well-supported sub-clade (Pop. Sertã, 12) that corresponds to the 342 
northernmost range of the clade. Lineage B is geographically restricted to coastal central and southern 343 
Portugal, and includes three clades (B1-B3, Fig. 1). Clade B1 comprises the southern Portuguese 344 
regions of Algarve, coastal Beja and Setúbal. The clade is also substructured into three subclades, one 345 
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comprising individuals from the southernmost population of Monchique (1), the second including 346 
individuals from Arrifana and Aljezur (2,3), and the third corresponding to individuals from Cercal and 347 
Grândula (4, 5) (Fig. 1). Clade B2 is found in the Lisbon Peninsula, while the Clade B3 is restricted to 348 
the coastal population of Nazaré (9). There are no geographic discontinuities between mitochondrial 349 
clades. In two populations (Pinhão, 17, Sierra de San Pedro, 54) we found individuals with haplotypes 350 
included in different mitochondrial clades (A1 – A2 and A1-A3, respectively, see Fig. 1). 351 

 352 
Phylogenetic relationships between clades are well resolved, while relationships within clades 353 

are less supported. In all the analyses carried out, clade A3 is the sister clade to Clades A1 and A2, 354 
although parsimony bootstrap values are lower than in Bayesian analyses (Fig. 1B). Clade B3 is the 355 
sister group of clades B1 and B2. 356 

 357 
Phylogeographic and historical demographic analyses: 358 
 359 
 In Fig. 2 and Table 2, we have summarized the results of the NCA. Sequences were collapsed 360 
into 52 haplotypes, which were not connected in a single network under the statistical parsimony 95% 361 
confidence interval. They were grouped into 7 different networks. Networks I, II, III, V and VI 362 
correspond to mitochondrial Clades A1, A2, A3, B2 and B3 as recovered in the phylogenetic analyses. 363 
In the NCA, Clade B1 is split into two networks, IV and IV’. The latter includes individuals from the 364 
populations of Arrifana and Aljezur (2, 3), whereas network IV includes samples from Monchique (1) 365 
and Cercal (4,5). Network I is subdivided into two sub-networks separated by six mutational steps (Fig. 366 
2). One includes some of the westernmost populations in Clade A2 (populations 13, 14 and 15), 367 
whereas the second includes most populations from the Spanish Sistema Central (populations 38-46 368 
and 50-53) and the southeastern part of the range of the clade (populations 47, 49, 53, 54, 64-66). 369 
Network II is also subdivided into two sub-networks, without a clear geographic correspondence. 370 
Finally, Network III is subdivided into three sub-networks, one including the northern most population 371 
(12), another including populations 54-55 and a third group including populations 10-11 and 56-63.  372 
 373 

Of the 55 clades generated in the nested design, 22 showed geographic and genetic variability 374 
and thus were tested for significant association between geographic and genetic variability with 375 
GeoDis. In most of the nested clades, the null hypothesis of no restrictions to gene flow could not be 376 
rejected. However, alternative processes were inferred for 8 clades at different nesting levels (Table 2). 377 
At most recent times (represented by lower-level clades, such as clades 1-1, 2-1, 2-4) the processes 378 
inferred correspond to restricted gene flow with isolation by distance, whereas at higher-level clades, 379 
more likely to be affected by events from a more remote past (clades 3-1, 4-2), the inference key 380 
suggests contiguous range expansions.  381 
 382 

We found a significant relationship between geographic and genetic distances in 7 out of the 14 383 
Mantel tests carried out, which included i) all individuals of L. boscai; ii) lineages A and B; iii) the six 384 
main clades A1-B3; iv) clades with a significant association between geographic and genetic variability 385 
recovered in the NCA. Scatter plots, correlation coefficients, and their probabilities are shown in Fig. 3. 386 
In all but one of the cases (Clade B2, p=0.039, r= 0.71), correlation coefficients ranged from 0.10 to 387 
0.58. Thus we consider these correlations, although statistically significant, are weak. On the other 388 
hand, dots in the plots display a “phalange-like” or leptokurtic distribution. In most of the scatter plots 389 
we found several genetically homogeneous groups of individuals occupying relatively large ranges, 390 
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reflecting lack of equilibrium, with gene flow being much more important than genetic drift and/or a 391 
scenario of rapid and recent colonization from genetic homogeneous population sources (Pattern II, 392 
Hutchison & Templeton, 1999). 393 

 394 
 Historical demographic reconstructions (Bayesian Skyline plots) are shown in Fig. 4. We 395 
reconstructed the demographic history of the six clades recovered in the phylogenetic analyses. The 396 
Bayesian skyline plots depict roughly similar scenarios among clades. All clades show constant 397 
population sizes through time, a decrease in size from 150.000 ya, and more recent abrupt declines and 398 
bottlenecks (≈ 50.000-75.000 years), followed by rapid expansion and recovery of pre-bottleneck 399 
population sizes (Fig 4A). The more recent demographic history of L. boscai is characterized by a 400 
constant population growth for the last 40.000 years (Fig 4B). 401 
 402 
Divergence time estimates: 403 
 404 
 Since phylogenetic relationships between and within genus of Salamandridae are not well 405 
established, we cannot confidently estimate when the lineage of Lissotriton boscai split from its sister 406 
taxon. We can, however, analyze the intraspecific temporal differentiation of the main mitochondrial 407 
clades within L. boscai in the Iberian Peninsula. Divergence time estimates are shown in Table 3. 408 
Considering the values estimated in the combined analysis, our data suggest an old split (node “s”, see 409 
Fig. 1) around 5.8 Mya of the ancestral L. boscai lineage into an eastern (A, Clades A1, A2, and A3) 410 
and a western (B, Clades B1, B2, and B3) clade. The split between clades A1-A2 (Central-North) and 411 
A3 (South) took place around 1.91 Mya (node “q” in Fig 1), while A1 and A2 separated around 1.27 412 
Mya (node “o”). In the western lineage, the split between clades B1-B2 and B3 took place around 2.58-413 
Mya (node “r”), whereas the separation of clades B1 and B2 can be dated around 1.61 Mya (node “p”). 414 
 415 
Discussion 416 
 417 
Evolutionary history of L. boscai in the Iberian Peninsula 418 

 419 
In an attempt to disentangle the evolutionary history of L. boscai in the Iberian Peninsula, we 420 

have analyzed the patterns of genetic variability of the species at different levels of hierarchical 421 
complexity (phylogenetic, phylogeographic, demographic). To obtain a more complete picture of the 422 
history of the species, we have attempted to date the cladogenetic events. Temporal inferences by 423 
means of molecular data, although currently rather common, are not free of controversy and drawbacks 424 
(e.g. Heads, 2005). The accuracy of the estimates relies, among other things, on the availability of 425 
external and independent data (e.g. fossil record and external calibration points for dating procedures 426 
assuming a molecular clock, or mutation rates and demographic parameters for coalescence 427 
approaches). When such data is not available, it is still valuable to estimate divergence times, although 428 
the results have to be treated with caution. Divergence time estimates should be considered as temporal 429 
hypotheses amenable to future empirical testing. 430 

 431 
The combination of different levels of analysis has allowed us to delineate three main events in 432 

the evolutionary history of L. boscai. A first event produced a split between the A and B lineages (Fig. 433 
1) from an ancestral population stock. The split probably occurred during the Miocene (around 5.8 434 
Mya). This was an unexpected finding because of the apparent homogeneity of the species across its 435 
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range. Most species with Atlantic distributions studied so far exhibit much shallower levels of genetic 436 
differentiation (see refs. above). Besides, in L. boscai the current distribution of lineages A and B is 437 
mostly continuous, although our results suggest a deep vicariant event separating the common 438 
ancestors of both lineages. The nature of this vicariant event, however, remains unclear and further 439 
research is needed.  440 

 441 
In the Upper Pliocene or Lower Pleistocene (2.5-1.2 Mya), both lineages underwent further 442 

fragmentation into smaller population groups (clades A1-A3 and B1-B3). All these groupings show 443 
relatively high levels of genetic distance (ranges: 6.05-7.47% between lineages A and B, 1.42-3.34% 444 
between clades A1-B3, and 0.00-1.35 % within clades, uncorrected pairwise distances) and are well 445 
supported by high bootstrap values and Bayesian posterior probabilities in the phylogenetic analyses 446 
(Fig. 1). There is a strong correspondence between the recovered clades and their geographic location. 447 
Furthermore, clades A1-B3 are recovered as independent networks in the NCA analysis, and clades 448 
A1-A3 and B1 are all subdivided into two or three allopatric subclades separated by several mutation 449 
steps. Mitochondrial genetic variability in L. boscai is thus highly structured geographically. 450 
Phylogeographic processes inferred from the NCA analysis apparently involve restrictions to gene flow 451 
and isolation by distance at lower hierarchical levels of nesting. However, the isolation by distance 452 
plots shown in Fig. 3 reveal a ‘phalanx’-pattern of grouping (several groups of genetically 453 
homogeneous individuals along long geographic distances). Finally, we find congruence between the 454 
Bayesian Skyline Plots (BSPs) of the six main clades within L. boscai, with contemporary bottlenecks 455 
and subsequent demographic recoveries which, keeping in mind the uncertainties associated with the 456 
confidence limits of our time estimates, might be related with onset of the last glacial maximum 457 
(23000-18000 ya) (Table 3). 458 

 459 
Based on all available evidence, we suggest that L. boscai was fragmented into several (at least six) 460 
allopatric refugia during the Plio-Pleistocene. Recolonization from these refugia may have been a 461 
relatively rapid process, from genetically homogeneous population sources, and with a low incidence 462 
of long distance migrants during the recolonization process. This would conform to a “phalanx” model 463 
of range expansion, with pioneer populations advancing more or less uniformly along a wide dispersal 464 
front, thus producing wide areas of relative genetic homogeneity (Ibrahim et al. 1996). Interestingly, 465 
little intermixing between lineages has been detected, although the fact that we found haplotypes 466 
corresponding to different clades in sympatry in two locations (see above) suggests that secondary 467 
contact between clades may be more common. The relatively “old age” of the mitochondrial lineages, 468 
the highly geographically structured mitochondrial genetic variability throughout the continuous range 469 
of the species, together with the apparently low levels of introgression or admixture at the contact 470 
zones between mitochondrial lineages, make of L. boscai an excellent model for the analysis of 471 
historical factors and current demographic processes involved in genetic differentiation and speciation 472 
in urodeles. Finer-scale studies using more variable markers and focusing in the contact zones revealed 473 
in this study are required to confirm the extent and nature of such patterns and processes. 474 
 475 
Multiple refugia within the Iberian Peninsula 476 
 477 

Our results, together with previous studies, support the generality of the “refugia within refugia” 478 
scenario for the Iberian Peninsula (Gómez & Lunt, in press). Multiple species from diverse taxonomic 479 
groups have been shown to survive the glacial ages in several allopatric Iberian refugia (Alexandrino et 480 
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al., 2000; Branco et al., 2002; Olalde et al., 2002; Paulo et al., 2001; Vila et al., 2005). In particular, 481 
the increasing number of phylogeographic studies focused on the Iberian herpetofauna makes it 482 
possible to compare the patterns uncovered so far. Among Iberian endemics, there is a group of species 483 
with a predominantly Atlantic distribution, including the urodeles Chioglossa lusitanica and L. boscai, 484 
the anurans Discoglossus galganoi and Rana iberica as well as the lizards Podarcis bocagei and 485 
Lacerta schreiberi. Most of these have been studied from a phylogeographic perspective (Alexandrino 486 
et al., 2000, 2002; Paulo et al., 2001, 2002; Martínez-Solano, 2004, this study). These species share 487 
similar habitat requirements and dispersal abilities, and, accordingly, phylogeographic patterns exhibit 488 
a significant degree of concordance with reference to both geographical and temporal splits. Each 489 
species survived the glacial ages in several refugia, usually concentrated in or near the relicts of 490 
temperate forests during the last glacial maximum, in central and southern Portugal (Zagwijn, 1992).  491 

 492 
Other important refugial areas for the Iberian herpetofauna were located in the surroundings of 493 

the westernmost part of the Sistema Central mountains in Central Iberia. This appears to be the case at 494 
least for L. schreiberi (Paulo et al., 2001, 2002), R. iberica (J. Teixeira, unpublished) and L. boscai 495 
(this study), although finer-scale sampling is required to test this more explicitly in other species, like 496 
D. galganoi. The patterns of genetic variability exhibited by these species (generally decreasing along a 497 
west to east axis, see references above and also Martínez-Solano et al., 2005) suggest that areas located 498 
to the east were rapidly colonized from the nearest refugia when new habitats were again available. 499 
This pattern is also evident for lineages that have colonized areas along the Cantabric coast in the 500 
northern Iberian Peninsula. Typically, populations from these areas have colonized the region from 501 
western refugia and, accordingly, they show signs of recent demographic expansion, such as lower 502 
values of genetic diversity, star-like phylogenies and/or significant results in Tajima’s or Fu’s 503 
neutrality tests (see discussions in Alexandrino et al., 2002, Paulo et al., 2002, and Martínez-Solano, 504 
2004, about the cases of C. lusitanica, L. schreiberi and D. galganoi, respectively). A minor difference 505 
in the patterns observed in L. boscai is that the Central clade (Clade A1) not only successfully 506 
colonized the easternmost areas along the Sistema Central mountains, but also expanded substantially 507 
to the southeast (see Fig. 1). This inference is supported by star-like haplotype networks characterizing 508 
these populations and the results of the NCA (Fig. 2 and Table 2). 509 

 510 
But despite these general similarities there are also important differences between species, 511 

emphasizing the importance of natural history and historical factors in shaping the evolutionary history 512 
of individual species despite the homogenizing influence of common environmental factors. First, it 513 
has already been noted that the temporal scale of genetic differentiation within L. boscai is much 514 
deeper to that estimated for other species. Another observation is that some species did not colonize or 515 
failed to survive in southern refugia within the Iberian Peninsula, such as C. lusitanica and R. iberica, 516 
although unfortunately crucial fossil evidence is lacking to test both hypotheses. On the other hand, for 517 
other species, such as L. boscai, the mountains near the central and southern coasts of Portugal 518 
constituted important refugial areas. More importantly, in these cases, the lineages that survived are 519 
relicts from older splitting events in the evolutionary history of these species, as in L. boscai (but see 520 
also Paulo et al., 2001 –L. schreiberi-; Martínez-Solano, 2004, D. galganoi). This pattern is also 521 
similar, although at a different scale, in the midwife toad A. cisternasii (H. Gonçalves, pers. comm.). 522 
Interestingly, this species occupies Mediterranean habitats, coexisting with L. boscai in many localities 523 
in central and southern Iberia and thus highlighting the relevance of Mediterranean-type refugia for the 524 
survival of well-differentiated clades of certain species.  525 
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 526 
Taxonomic and conservation implications 527 
 528 

Our data suggest that lineages A and B have had a long independent evolutionary history and 529 
they might constitute different cryptic species. Clearly, however, new data from independent sources 530 
are needed to clarify the taxonomic status of these two divergent lineages, and morphological and 531 
molecular studies including data on variation in nuclear markers will be particularly helpful in this 532 
respect. As commented above (see refs. in Introduction), variation in populations within L. boscai has 533 
been already studied from morphological and genetic perspectives, but all these previous studies have 534 
failed to include representatives of all the clades identified in our study, which can thus be used in the 535 
future as a basic framework for generating working hypotheses at progressively finer-scale levels of 536 
resolution.  537 

 538 
L. boscai is a locally common species that, according to its wide distribution along the western 539 

half of the Iberian Peninsula has been catalogued as “Non Endangered” in Red Lists, although localized 540 
declines have been reported in populations at the easternmost limits of its distribution (Díaz Paniagua, 541 
2002). However, our study has uncovered the existence of at least two deeply divergent lineages within 542 
L. boscai that should be managed as independent units. This is particularly important for the more 543 
geographically restricted lineage B from central and southern Portugal. Additionally, it could be argued 544 
that the independent evolutionary histories exhibited by the six main clades identified in the 545 
phylogenetic and nested clade analyses should warrant for them the status of distinct management 546 
units.  547 
 548 
Conclusions 549 
 550 

Our study provides a robust framework for the study of the evolutionary history of L. boscai in 551 
the Iberian Peninsula, highlighting the importance of combining analytical tools to recover the 552 
maximum amount of information contained in mt-DNA sequences at different hierarchical levels 553 
(phylogenetic, phylogeographic and historical demography analyses). The results obtained will be 554 
useful for further comparative studies involving species with similar distributions and also for more 555 
detailed studies focusing on evolutionary interactions between the identified clades. Our results also 556 
suggest that biogeographic patterns that are well studied at a continental scale (the “northern purity vs. 557 
southern richness”, see Hewitt, 2001) also emerge at lower geographical scales. Thus, the comparison 558 
of phylogeographic patterns observed in the Atlantic Iberian herpetofauna shows that the higher rates 559 
of extinction are concentrated around the southernmost refugial areas, whereas the signals for recent 560 
population expansion (star-like phylogenies, significant results in neutrality tests, lower values of 561 
genetic diversity) are more common in northern areas, as would be expected under a scenario in which 562 
species tracked environmental changes with shifts in their distribution ranges rather than evolving 563 
special adaptations to new environmental conditions (see discussion in Ribera & Vogler, 2004). Also, 564 
relict lineages from the southern refugia exhibit higher levels of genetic diversity and population 565 
fragmentation than northern lineages, which are usually more homogeneous, mirroring the patterns 566 
found at higher geographical scales. Further comparative studies using multiple molecular markers and 567 
focusing on the other southern European Peninsulas will provide insights into the generality of these 568 
patterns. 569 
 570 
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Figure legends: 749 
 750 
Figure 1. (A) Distribution of L. boscai in the Iberian Peninsula (shaded), showing sampling localities 751 
(in colours). The colours represent the different lineages recovered in the phylogenetic analyses, whose 752 
putative ranges are delimited by dashed lines in the map. Numbers represent populations (see also 753 
Table 1). (B) Topology recovered in the Bayesian analysis (unpartitioned dataset: nad4+tRNA His + 754 
control region, 2.000.000 generations, burn in=2000). The topology is identical in Maximum 755 
Parsimony (MP) analyses. Also indicated are the main clades (A1-B3) discussed in the text. Numbers 756 
above branches represent Maximum Parsimony bootstrap values (100 replicates, transversion weighted 757 
three times over transitions) and % posterior probabilities from the Bayesian analysis, respectively. 758 
Vertical lines represent the main subclades discussed in the text. 759 
 760 
Figure 2. Nested design for the haplotype networks recovered by statistical parsimony in each of the 761 
lineages recovered in the phylogenetic analyses.  762 
 763 
 764 
Figure 3. Isolation by Distance plots, showing the relationship between geographic (x axis, in km) and 765 
genetic distances (y axis, ML-corrected distance) between samples. Only significant results for the 766 
Mantel tests are shown (p<0.05). The correlation coefficient (r) determines the “strength” of the 767 
correlation between matrices (see the text for a detailed discussion). 768 
 769 
Figure 4. Bayesian Skyline Plots (BSP). Historical demographic trends of mitochondrial lineages in L. 770 
boscai are represented; x axis: time in 106 years before present; y axis: estimated population size [units 771 
= Ne τ, the product of effective population size and generation length in years (log transformed)]. BSPs 772 
for clades A1, A2, A3, B1 and B2 show similar profiles (A), with bottleneck events around 40.000-773 
75.000 years ago, and subsequent rapid recoveries of population sizes. When calculated for the most 774 
recent clades of the phylogenetic tree (i.e., demographic trends within clades), BSPs show continuous 775 
population growth for the last 50.000 years (B). 776 
 777 

778 
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Table 1. Sampling localities, population identifiers (ID), sample size (n) and GenBank accession 778 
numbers for the sequences obtained for this study (to be added upon manuscript acceptance). 779 
 780 
Population ID Locality Sample size GenBank Accession numbers: 

      nad4 control region 
1 Portugal: Monchique  4 ********-******** ********-********
2 Portugal: Arrifana, Alzejur 1 ********-******** ********-********
3 Portugal: Zambujeira de Baixo, Aljezur 1 ********-******** ********-********
4 Portugal: Barqueiros, Odemira 1 ********-******** ********-********
5 Portugal: Santa Margarida da Serra, Grândula 2 ********-******** ********-********
6 Portugal: Sintra 1 ********-******** ********-********
7 Portugal: S. Bartolomeu dos Galegos, Lourinhã 2 ********-******** ********-********
8 Portugal: Alcanena, Alcobaça 2 ********-******** ********-********
9 Portugal: Valado dos Frades, Nazaré 4 ********-******** ********-********

10 Portugal: Azaruja, Évora 3 ********-******** ********-********
11 Portugal: Castelo de Vide 2 ********-******** ********-********
12 Portugal: Cernache de Bonjardim, Sertã 2 ********-******** ********-********
13 Portugal: Lousã 1 ********-******** ********-********
14 Portugal: Góis 1 ********-******** ********-********
15 Portugal: Famalicão, Guarda 3 ********-******** ********-********
16 Portugal: São Pedro do Sul 1 ********-******** ********-********
17 Portugal: Pinhão 2 ********-******** ********-********
18 Portugal: Mogadouro 1 ********-******** ********-********
19 Portugal: Chaves 1 ********-******** ********-********
20 Portugal: Cabeceiras de Basto 2 ********-******** ********-********
21 Portugal: Alfena, Valongo 4 ********-******** ********-********
22 Portugal: Vila Nova de Cerveira 1 ********-******** ********-********
23 Portugal: Carris, Terras de Bouro 1 ********-******** ********-********
24 Spain: A Pobra do Caramiñal, A Coruña 1 ********-******** ********-********
25 Spain: Abelleira, A Coruña 2 ********-******** ********-********
26 Spain: Noceda, Pontevedra 1 ********-******** ********-********
27 Spain: Alto da Ermida, Ourense 1 ********-******** ********-********
28 Spain: Alfonxe, Lugo 1 ********-******** ********-********
29 Spain: Villacondide, Asturias 1 ********-******** ********-********
30 Spain: Esqueiro, Asturias 1 ********-******** ********-********
31 Spain: Carracedelo, León 2 ********-******** ********-********
32 Spain: Destriana, León 1 ********-******** ********-********
33 Spain: Sanabria, Zamora 1 ********-******** ********-********
34 Spain: Lubián, Zamora 1 ********-******** ********-********
35 Spain: Sarracín de Aliste, Zamora 1 ********-******** ********-********
36 Spain: Tábara, Zamora 1 ********-******** ********-********
37 Spain: Saelices el Chico, Salamanca 1 ********-******** ********-********
38 Spain: Miranda del Castañar, Salamanca 1 ********-******** ********-********
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39 Spain: Navatalgordo, Ávila 1 ********-******** ********-********
40 Spain: Navas del Marqués, Ávila 2 ********-******** ********-********
41 Spain: Robledo de Chavela, Madrid 2 ********-******** ********-********
42 Spain: Navas del Rey, Madrid 1 ********-******** ********-********
43 Spain: Navalagamella, Madrid 1 ********-******** ********-********
44 Spain: Guadarrama, Madrid 2 ********-******** ********-********
45 Spain: Sierra de la Higuera, Madrid 1 ********-******** ********-********
46 Spain: El Real de San Vicente, Toledo 1 ********-******** ********-********
47 Spain: San Pablo de los Montes, Toledo 1 ********-******** ********-********
49 Spain: Garciaz, Cáceres 1 ********-******** ********-********
48 Spain: Garganta la Olla, Cáceres 2 ********-******** ********-********
50 Spain: Valverde del Fresno, Cáceres 1 ********-******** ********-********
51 Spain: Acebo, Cáceres 2 ********-******** ********-********
52 Spain: Gata, Cáceres 2 ********-******** ********-********
53 Spain: Villasbuenas de Gata, Cáceres 2 ********-******** ********-********
54 Spain: Montánchez, Cáceres 2 ********-******** ********-********
55 Spain: Villar del Rey, Badajoz 2 ********-******** ********-********
56 Spain: Pallares, Badajoz 1 ********-******** ********-********
57 Spain: Fuentes de León, Badajoz 1 ********-******** ********-********
58 Spain: Cortelazor, Huelva 2 ********-******** ********-********
59 Spain: Linares de la Sierra, Huelva 1 ********-******** ********-********
60 Spain: Calañas, Huelva 1 ********-******** ********-********
61 Spain: Doñana, Sevilla 4 ********-******** ********-********
62 Spain: El Pedroso, Sevilla 2 ********-******** ********-********
63 Spain: Constantina, Sevilla 1 ********-******** ********-********
64 Spain: Almadén, Ciudad Real 2 ********-******** ********-********
65 Spain: Villanueva de Córdoba, Córdoba 1 ********-******** ********-********
66 Spain: Venta del Charco, Córdoba 1 ********-******** ********-********
  Total: 103     

 781 
(Table 1, cont.) 782 

783 
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Table 2. Results of the Nested Clade Analysis (NCA), indicating the inference chain for each clade 783 
showing significant associations between geographic and genetic structure and the processes inferred 784 
by the latest version of the GeoDis inference key. 785 
 786 

Clade Inference chain Inferred processes 
1-1 1-2-3-4 Restricted gene flow with isolation by distance 
1-4 1-2-11-12-13-14 Contiguous range expansion or 

   Long distance colonization or 
   Past fragmentation 

2-1 1-2-3-4 Restricted gene flow with isolation by distance 
2-4 1-2-3-4 Restricted gene flow with isolation by distance 
3-1 1-2-11-12 Contiguous range expansion 
4-1 No I-T distance Inconclusive outcome 
4-2 19-20-2-11-12 Contiguous range expansion 
4-3 No I-T distance Inconclusive outcome 

 787 
 788 
 789 

790 
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Table 3. Divergence time estimates [in millions of years (Mya)] in mitochondrial lineages within L. 790 
boscai for every node recovered in the phylogenetic analyses (see Fig. 1). Cladogenetic events were 791 
dated according to a Molecular Clock and to a Bayesian-coalescence based approaches. We present 792 
mean values (boldfaced) and 95% Confidence Intervals (C.I.) for each estimate. In the coalescence 793 
approach, divergence times were calculated under the assumption of three different mutation rates: 0.01 794 
mutations/site/Mya (=2% pairwise sequence divergence); 0.008 mutations/site/Mya (=1.6% pairwise 795 
sequence divergence); and 0.006 mutations/site/Mya (=1.2% pairwise sequence divergence). In 796 
addition, we also estimated the mean values and C.I. in a combined analysis of the three previous 797 
analyses with the program Tracer 1.3 (see text for further details). 798 
 799 
NODE Molecular Clock 2,0% 1,6% 1,2% COMBINED 

        
a 0,11 0,10 0,12 0,17 0,13 

95% CI  0.038-0.193 0.05-0.229 0.077-0.301 0.041-0.252 
        

b 0,22 0,13 0,16 0,22 0,17 
95% CI  0.031-0.261 0.035-0.319 0.504-0.432 0.033-0.357 

        
c 0,11 0,07 0,09 0,13 0,10 

95% CI  0.027-0.138 0.036-0.166 0.036-0.233 0.027-0.191 
        

d 0,11 0,07 0,08 0,11 0,09 
95% CI  0.026-0.131 0.030-0.153 0.034-0.208 0.030-0.173 

        
e 0,11 0,08 0,10 0,12 0,10 

95% CI  0.089-0.184 0.012-0.235 0.019-0.302 0.011-0.246 
        

f 0,44 0,31 0,39 0,51 0,40 
95% CI  0.133-0.510 0.168-0.640 0.188-0.840 0.143-0.718 

        
g 0,55 0,43 0,55 0,73 0,57 

95% CI  0.223-0.695 0.268-0.881 0.367-1.161 0.218-0.984 
        

h 0,02 0,02 0,03 0,03 0,03 
95% CI  0.0007-0.048 0.0007-0.058 0.0007-0.082 0.0007-0.0068 

        
I 0,44 0,41 0,51 0,68 0,53 

95% CI  0.185-0.632 0.233-0.803 0.324-1.088 0.208-0.931 
        

j 0,44 0,40 0,50 0,69 0,69 
95% CI  0.201-0.632 0.251-0.791 0.347-1.095 0.209-0.924 
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k 0,55 0,54 0,67 0,89 0,70 
95% CI  0.284-0.828 0.347-0.991 0.466-1.381 0.313-1.193 

        
l 0,65 0,63 0,78 1,05 0,82 

95% CI  0.362-0.936 0.447-1.163 0.591-1.54 0.375-1.334 
        

m 0,33 0,28 0,35 0,47 0,37 
95% CI  0.099-0.472 0.113-0.602 0.173-0.822 0.110-0.682 

        
n 0,11 0,05 0,08 0,10 0,08 

95% CI  0.01-0.126 0.016-0.175 0.020-0.213 0.011-0.177 
        

o 0,93 0,96 1,21 1,64 1,27 
95% CI  0.606-1.342 0.759-1.672 1.039-2.281 0.666-2.052 

        
p 1,36 1,23 1,54 2,06 1,61 

95% CI  0.798-1.702 1.005-2.130 1.295-2.815 0.854-2.513 
        

q 1,31 1,46 1,83 2,46 1,91 
95% CI  0.970-1.988 1.259-2.509 1.63-3.333 1.049-2.987 

        
r 1,75 1,97 2,47 3,29 2,58 

95% CI  1.348-2.746 1.66-3.404 2.21-4.543 1.415-4.031 
        

s 4,36 4,41 5,57 7,39 5,79 
95% CI  3.117-5.88 3.931-7.508 5.277-9.837 3.322-8.845 

        
t 18,76 15,47 19,38 25,58 20,14 

95% CI   9.871-21.346 12.323-26-534 16.41-33.914 10.897-31.392 
 800 
(Table 3, continued) 801 
 802 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4. 




